Freedom to design unique workspaces
Whether a workplace calls for individual use, teaming or hotelling, Adaptabilities offers an extensive range of matching modular components, in a choice of 169 finish combinations — from rich mahogany to contemporary solids. Progressive and functionally designed island worksurfaces and bow front desks are complemented by attractive cabinetry and credenza options.
When planning your office with the versatile Adaptabilities, coordination of design and function is evident. Adaptabilities meets your needs – from reception areas to executive offices.

Shown in Avant Cherry (AWC) over Storm Grey (EDG) with NuCAS (right) and ObusForme (above) seating.
Curvilinear worksurfaces can create a contemporary and productive environment. Whether a work space is required for individual use, teaming or hotelling, Adaptabilities offers a wide variety of mix and match components to meet any design specification. Optional eO: panels can be added to provide economical, acoustical and visual privacy between workstations.

Shown in Willow Grey (WGY) over Black (BLK) with eO: panels and Malaga seating.

Curvilinear worksurfaces can create a contemporary and productive environment. Whether a work space is required for individual use, teaming or hotelling, Adaptabilities offers a wide variety of mix and match components to meet any design specification. Optional eO: panels can be added to provide economical, acoustical and visual privacy between workstations.

Shown in Willow Grey (WGY) over Black (BLK) with eO: panels and Malaga seating.
Adaptabilities raises the standard of quality in executive workspaces with a broad range of attractive boardroom and management components.

Serving carts, audio visual cabinets, easy to clean whiteboards, flip charts and cork boards support today’s multi-media boardroom requirements. Bold 1 1/2” thick conference table tops lend an ambiance of strength to each meeting.

Round, square, rectangular and racetrack table tops can be supported by a variety of base designs.

Shown in Avant Cherry (AWC) with Executive 5 seating.

Tiger Maple (TMP) over Storm Grey (SGG).
A complete selection of off-desk accessories help to organize and prioritize your work while maximizing work surface space. Shown right mounted on optional accessory rail.

**CD Holder**

**Pencil Holder**

**Binder Tray**

**Telephone Support**

**Sorting Tray**

**File Hanger**

---

Divide™ is a modular desk-mounted panel system with laminate, fabric and glazed panels which vertically stack to provide privacy. An integrated rail accepts accessories to organize your work and free up your workspace.

Shown left in Tiger Maple (TMP) over Constellation Java (CSJ) with Divide panels in fabric, laminate and rice paper glazing, and Shadow seating. Shown above in Avant Honey (AWH) with Divide panels in ribbed glazing, and Malaga seating.
Refer to your current price list for pricing, specifications and a complete listing of components and finishes available for Adaptabilities.
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Features

Fully progressive steel ball bearing suspension
Steel drawer interior
Lock
Handles